2002 dodge caravan starter

The automotive wiring harness in a Dodge Caravan is becoming increasing more complicated
and more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced automotive electrical
wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is figuring out where wiring for remote start, remote
starter, remote vehicle starter, remote car starter, remote auto starter, remote automotive
starter, remote auto starter or remote start module should be connected to on your Dodge
Caravan. The Modified Life staff has taken every Dodge Caravan remote start wiring diagram,
Dodge Caravan remote start wireing diagram, Dodge Caravan remote starter wiring diagram,
Dodge Caravan remote starter diagram, Dodge Caravan wiring for remote start, Dodge Caravan
remote start wire diagram, Dodge Caravan remote starter wiring diagram, Dodge Caravan
remote start install diagram and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our
remote start wiring schematics allow you to enjoy remote car starting for an air conditioned
cabin in the summer and remote vehicle starting for a warm interior in the winter. Stop spending
countless hours trying to figure out which remote start wires go to which Dodge Caravan
electrical module or automotive harness. Use of the Dodge Caravan wiring diagram is at your
own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information
found here to your Dodge Caravan. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by
adding any missing Dodge Caravan information or adding a new remote car starter wiring
schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page. The Dodge
Caravan remote start wire color and location information above is updated as it is submitted by
the Modified Life community. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding
More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing
Dodge Caravan information or adding a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our
resource, please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. After a few
attempts it will start. Do you. Hi graywolf. Welcome to the forum. REAL common problem with
an inexpensive fix. Worn contacts in the starter solenoid. Otherwise just replace the entire
starter motor. It will get progressively worse over time. When it happened for the last time on
my mother's '95 Caravan, she lost count after attempts and a blister on her thumb! To test
before replacing, first you'll have to catch it when it's acting up. Have someone hold the ignition
switch in the crank position. Touch a grounded test light to the two large terminals on the
starter. The terminal with the heavy battery cable must have battery voltage all the time. The
other large terminal, under a gray rubber cap , should have battery voltage only when in "Crank"
mode. If it's missing, the contacts are worn. Replacement isn't very difficult but the starter must
be removed. Also, one contact is common to all Nippendenso starters on Chryslers and
Toyotas. The other one has three versions. You must remove three bolts and the rear cover of
the solenoid to see which style you have. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a
reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. How to fix an engine not starting running.
Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is essential, these steps can give
you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty. No Turning Over. Battery Good.
All Relays Tested Good. All Fuses Good. Replaced Starter. Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains

the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Occasionally, the starter of the Dodge Grand
Caravan will wear out from usage and will require replacement. Changing the starter on a Dodge
Grand Caravan can be completed in about an hour. The starter on most vehicles, including all
models of the Dodge Grand Caravan are located below the engine, mounted on the
transmission housing. You can change the starter yourself, saving the time and money of
having a mechanic change the starter for you. Unfasten the negative battery cable from the
battery with an open end wrench, and move the cable away from any metal parts. Place a wood
block behind the rear tire to prevent the vehicle from rolling back. Lift the front end of the
vehicle on the passenger side with a floor jack, and place a jack stand under the front axle.
Lower the floor jack until the vehicle sits on the jack stand. Locate the starter underneath the
engine in front of the transmission housing. Unfasten the electrical wire connectors, removing
the nuts on the metal terminals of the starter with a socket wrench. Remove the starter from the
transmission housing using a socket wrench to unfasten the bolts. Take the starter out from
underneath the engine. Attach the new starter to the transmission housing, securing the bolts
with a socket wrench. Reattach the electrical wiring connectors to the starter, securing the
wires with the nuts on the metal terminals. Lift the vehicle up with the floor jack, and remove the
jack stand from underneath the vehicle. Lower the Dodge Grand Caravan down so it sits on the
ground. Attach the negative battery cable to the battery with an open end wrench. Remove the
wood block from behind the tire. Carl Pruit has been a freelance writer since , specializing in
service journalism and travel. His work has appeared on various websites. Step 1 Unfasten the
negative battery cable from the battery with an open end wrench, and move the cable away from
any metal parts. Step 2 Lift the front end of the vehicle on the passenger side with a floor jack,
and place a jack stand under the front axle. Step 3 Locate the starter underneath the engine in
front of the transmission housing. Step 4 Remove the starter from the transmission housing
using a socket wrench to unfasten the bolts. Step 5 Attach the new starter to the transmission
housing, securing the bolts with a socket wrench. Step 6 Lift the vehicle up with the floor jack,
and remove the jack stand from underneath the vehicle. Open end wrench 4-by-4 wood block
Floor jack Jack stand Socket wrench. To avoid burn injuries, let the engine cool down before
attempting to replace the starter of the Dodge Grand Caravan. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Dodge Caravan Starter. Select
your vehicle year. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop Dodge Caravan Starter. Showing 1 - 15 of 19
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: NP Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 19 results. Dodge Caravan
Starter Customer Reviews. Jul 03, Didn't need. Didn't need the starter, returning item. But it
arrived timely and looked to be of good quality. Purchased on Jun 15, Jun 10, Repeat customer.
Bought many parts for my 86 diesel Benz, Honda, and mini van all parts worked were a great
price and arrived in a week or so after ordering. I am very satisfied with the parts and service
thank you. Purchased on Aug 12, Helpful Automotive Resources. To understand the clicking
noise, you first need to know how a typical, modern starting system works. When you turn the
key or push the button to start the engine, a control module or the ignition switch energizes the
starter relay. A typical starting circuit. You might be surprised to find out how many issues can
potentially prevent your car from starting. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. Choose Quality Excellent fit, secure performance, and robust
framework are the major qualities of Bosch's original equipment starter. This replacement
product is properly designed to perform like the We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop Dodge Caravan Starter.
Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: NP Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. When it concerns choosing a reputable manufacturer for your electrical
system's starter, consider Bosch. Jun 10, Repeat customer. Bought many parts for my 86 diesel
Benz, Honda, and mini van all parts worked were a great price and arrived in a week or so after
ordering. I am very satisfied with the parts and service thank you. Purchased on Aug 12, Helpful
Automoti
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ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the

starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

